


Essegomma is a company that was founded by
the Seroldi family and has been producing 

multifilament polypropylene yarn since 1983.

Since 2000, Essegomma is specialized in 
indoor/outdoor furniture yarns and, with over 

400 tons of yarn produced each month, 
it is positioned amongst the major 

manufacturers in Europe, exporting to over 40 
countries as a strategic partner for innovative 

products thanks to continual investment 
in research and development.

Every aspect, from receiving the raw material 
to the finished product, is managed in-house.



The company is based in the Groane
regional park north of Milan,

integrated free from any environmental 
consequences and is carbon neutral



The technology employed utilizes proprietary 

hardware and knowhow derived from in-

house research and development.

from the raw material 
to the finished product



The spinning plants are designed and 
manufactured by Essegomma with the 
use of unique technology



Part of the energy consumed is self-

generated thanks to over 5000 square 

meters of solar panels and the entire 

company is heated through the recycling 

of energy.

all with 
zero impact



The staff members chosen for this task undergo 
continual training courses and are informed in 
relation to the requirements of the client



Each plant is different from the rest, 

in order to obtain the best possible 

performance to ensure the parameters 

requested. Upholstery and technical 

fabric, braid, rug, knitted fabric, air and 

liquid filtration, automotive.

infinite types 
of yarn



Quality control, this is performed at all production 
stages from receiving the raw material, to spinning, 

coloring, tenacity, packaging and finally, every spool 
is manually checked by specialized technicians



High tenacity, intermingled, twisted, texturized 

yarns from 60 to 4000 denier for multiple uses:

Technical filtration
Thanks to the special properties of our yarns (atoxic 

and antibacterial) it is used for farmaceutical, food 

and medical application.

Upholstery fabric
We have a long experience in indoor/outdoor yarns 

and we can guarantee the best performance in 

any condition of use. 

the yarn is designed 
in relation to the item 
for which it is destined



Infinite product alternatives are available 
through the various combinations of the
count, color and texturizing



All Essegomma yarns comply 

with the high quality levels of the 

Oeko-Tex standard 100 class 1.

400 colors available 
and many choices 
of customization



An infinite choice of shades 
for coordinating entire 
collections



Extremely soft, natural hand, will endure years of washing, 
no need to iron and is antipilling.



Compatible with tact of baby skin, 
protection against dermatitis

and allergic reactions of the skin.  

Antistain
Antiallergic
Recyclable





Search for sartorial details.



For over 30 years now Essegomma 
yarn had been dressing the 

collections of the most prestigious 
furniture brands and each year 

offers new colors and quality



Appropriate for contract, 
residential, indoor/outdoor,
nautical, SPA



New versatility for handicrafts Furnishing.
Resists years of washing and trampling,  does not absorb 

any kind of dirt or odour.



 Search for fine detail, exclusive design for indoor and outdoor products.



 Search for fine detail, exclusive design 
for indoor and outdoor products.





















Imagine a future that is rich in innovation, 
projected forward and supported by 
intense activity in terms of research and 
development.

Our commitment is to believe in our 
clients and to work alongside them in 
developing ideas that satisfy the needs of 
clients that are ever more sophisticated.

Seroldi family
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Via Don Minzoni, 10 
20826 Misinto (MB) - Italy
Tel. (+39) 02 96329172
Fax (+39) 02 96720068

info@essegomma.com
www.essegomma.com


